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Ideological Clashesin the
Interwar Years

“Fascism is the complete opposite of Marxian socialism... . Fascism combats
the whole complex system of democratic ideology, and repudiatesit, whetherin

its theoretical premisesorin its practical application.”

—Benito Mussolini, 1932

Essential Question: What factors and events caused ideological battles
among democratic, communist, and fascist states?

The power of central governments increased throughout Europe during
World WarI. By the endof the war, the Russian, German, Austro-Hungarian,
and Ottoman empires had collapsed. The new democratic governments that
followed tended to be weak because there was no history of democratic
institutions in these countries. Thesepolitical changesledto internal conflicts
in many European states, exacerbated by severe economic problems and
ethnic tensions. Different ideas soon emerged about the relationship between
the individual andthestate.

Responsesto Industrialization
Among these ideas, communism advocated ownership of the means of
production by the proletariat or working class with the ultimate goal of a
classless society. As these ideals became reality, communists believed,
individuals would be freed from oppressive laborto develop their full human
potential, and the state would eventually cease to exist. Communism is an
extreme form of left-wing ideology. Fascism espoused a strong central
government with dictatorial control over the economy and the lives of
individuals. Fascism is an extreme form of right-wing ideology. These
ideologies conflicted with liberal democracy, which characterized the
governments of several western European states. In liberal democracies,
individuals were free to elect governmentleaders and developtheir individual
self-interests through a capitalist economy. These ideological conflicts led to
World WarII and continued throughout the 20th century.
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The Russian Revolution and Lenin

In Russian, both reformers and revolutionaries were influenced by the German

intellectual Karl Marx. Amongthese was a lawyer, V. I. Lenin (1870-1924).

Even before he studied Marx closely, Lenin was a revolutionary, committed to

overthrowing the tsarist government, While he adopted most of Marx’s ideas,

he modified them in important ways. For example, Marx thoughtthat a socialist

revolution could happen only in a wealthy, highly industrialized country. Lenin

disagreed. He believed that even Russia, a poor, peasant-dominated country,

could becomesocialist. Further, Lenin thought that a successful revolution

would always depend on a small group of dedicated revolutionaries who could

lead the masses. His modifications ofMarx’s ideas became known as Marxist-

Leninist ideology. (See Chapters 15 and 18 for more on Marx and Marxism.)

Lenin led the Bolshevik faction of the Russian Social Democratic Party.

While some socialists believed in gradual, peaceful change, the Bolsheviks

called for immediate, violent change. They becamethe basis for the modern

Communist Party, which controlled Russian throughoutthe 20th century.

War Supports Revolutionary Change

The Russian Social Democratic Party led a revolution againstthe rule ofTsar

Nicholas II in 1905; however,little real change occurredasa result. Although

the tsar agreedto create a Duma,orelectedlegislature, that group nevergained
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the powerto create a true constitutional monarchy. Russian society remained
hierarchical with extremesofsocial inequality. The industrialization that began
in the 1890s created manysocial problems with people living and working in
poor conditions in the crowdedcities of Moscow and St. Petersburg. Peasants
werelargely excluded from land ownership, and food shortages were common.
The demands of World War I made these long-standing problems worse and
brought Russia to the brink of collapse. Because of this weakenedcondition, a
revolutionary minority, the Bolsheviks, wasable to gain controlofthe country.

The March Revolution Russian industries were unprepared for wartime
production. With so many menin the military, women held many factory
jobs. After working long hours, these womenthen had to standin long lines
to buy meager amounts of food. On March 8, 1917, about 10,000 women
demonstrated underthe banner“Peace and Bread”onthestreets of the capital
city ofPetrograd (formerly, and again today, knownasSt. Petersburg). Ageneral
strike shut downthecity’s factories on March 10. Whenthetsar ordered troops
to disperse the crowds, many ofthe troops joined the demonstrators instead,

After the Dumameton March12,the tsar agreed to abdicate on March 15.
The moderates in the Dumathen established the Provisional Government,
which represented the middle-class andliberal aristocrats rather than workers
and peasants. The government wanted to continue the war as a matter of
national honor. However,the lower classes wantedthe warto end immediately.

At the sametime, the Provisional Governmentfaced competition from
the soviets, councils that represented workers, peasants, andsoldiers. Thefirst
soviet formed in Petrograd in March. Others quickly formed within the army
and then other areas. These soviets, composed mainly of radical socialists,
represented the interests of the lowerclasses.

Lenin Returns to Russia Lenin had been involved in anti-government
activity since 1887 and active in Marxist organizations since 1893. In 1897,
the government had punished him by sending him for a number of years to
Siberia, a remote region with extreme climate in the eastern part of Russia.
After 1900, he lived mostly in exile in Switzerland. Lenin saw the formation
of the Provisional Government as an opportunity for the Bolsheviks to seize
power. He returned to Russiain April 1917 andlaid outhis plans for revolution.

Lenin believed that the Bolsheviks could use the soviets to overthrow the
Provisional Government. He had the Bolsheviks gain control of the largest
soviets in Petrograd and Moscow.Atthe same time, the Bolsheviks began to
use propagandato gain the support of the people. Propaganda uses emotional
language, distortion offacts, or scare tactics to persuade others to support a
particular point of view. Bolshevik propagandarevolved aroundthree slogans:

> Peace, Land, Bread

° Worker Control of Production

> All Powerto the Soviets
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Lenin hada reputation as a powerful speaker.

Credit: Getty Images

The Bolshevik Revolution

The Petrograd soviet promotedinsurrection in the military by directing soldiers

to obey only orders that came from newly elected committees of soldiers rather

than from the officers who had been in charge. This action created chaosin the

army. The Provisional Government was unable to undertake a new military

offensive in July as many peasantsoldiers deserted and returnedto their homes.

Althoughan attempt by soldiers and workers to overthrow the government

failed at that time, conditions revealed how weak the government was.

Bylate October 1917, the Bolshevik party’s membership had grown

substantially, and the Bolsheviks had gained slim majorities in the Petrograd

and Moscow soviets. Lenin believed that the time wasright for the Bolsheviks

to seize control. He overcameresistance in his party with the help of Leon

Trotsky (1877-1940). Trotsky had once been a memberof the more moderate

Menshevik faction of the Social Democratic Party but had become an ardent

supporter of revolution. On November 6-7, the Bolsheviks easily took control

of the Winter Palace in Petrograd where the Provisional Governmenthadits

headquarters.

Lenin soon established the Council of People’s Commissars, which held

true powerin the country. He quickly enacted laws to give peasants control

of land and workers controloffactories in order to keep the masses of people

supporting the Bolsheviks, who soon became known as Communists. Lenin
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then disbanded the Constituent Assembly, which had been elected under the

Provisional Government andin which the Bolsheviks had a minority ofseats.

On March 3, 1918, Bolshevik-led Russia agreed to give the Baltic

territories and some other lands that were part of the Russian empire to

Germanyin the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, which endedits involvementin World

WarI. Shortly after this treaty was signed, Lenin moved the Russiancapital to

Moscow becauseit was farther from Germany.In July 1918, Tsar Nicholas II

and his family were executed. In about one year, Russia had moved from an
autocratic governmentled by the tsar to a new form ofauthoritarian rule under
the Communists.

Civil War

Although lower-class Russians wanted peace, the treaty that ended their

country’s involvement in World War I did not bring it to them. Instead

the country was plunged into a long civil war because numerous forces

opposed the Bolsheviks, who were called the Reds. Red wasthe color of the

Communist flag. Opponents, called the Whites, included not only members

of the bourgeoisie and aristocracy who opposed communism butalso other

socialist factions that opposed Lenin,including the Mensheviks and the Social
Revolutionaries. Troops from the Allies fighting in World War I also became

involved. Their initial goal was to bring Russia back into the war against

Germany, although they remained in the country after World War I ended in
November 1918.

For a time, the Whites seemed close to success. By 1921, however, the
Communists had regained controlof the country. There were several reasons
why the Communists were ultimately successful.

° The Red Army was moredisciplined and effective under the leadership
of Leon Trotsky and had betterfield positions.

° The Whites could not agree on a united political strategy. Some wanted

the return ofthe tsarist government; others wanted a more democratic
form of government.

* The Communists were unified around the goal of creating a new order
in Russian society.

° The Communists modified their principles during the war in order to

win and maintain their power. For example, they took steps such as

nationalizing banks andindustries, forcibly taking grain from peasants,

and creating a centralized governmentbureaucracycontrolled by the
Bolsheviks. They used a secret police force to eliminate all opposition

to the party. These and similar economicandpolitical policies that

characterized the economy and society during the civil war together
became known as war communism.

> The Communists appealed to Russians’ patriotism to fight against
Allied troops that were portrayedas foreign invaders.
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Lenin’s New EconomicPolicy

Jn 1921, Lenin saw that Russia was on the brink of economiccollapse after
years of war andstrict government control of the economy. Peasants and

workers threatened to revolt against the policies that had been put in place

during the civil war. For example, peasants began holding back food from the

government. A two-year drought that began in 1920 resulted in widespread

faminethat killed millions ofpeople.
To address these conditions, Lenin introduced his New Economic Policy

(NEP) in March 1921. The NEP wasbasically a modified form of a free-

market or small-scale capitalist economy. Peasants were allowed to sell their

produce on the open market. Private ownership ofretail shops and other small

businesses was permitted. The state retained controloflargerindustries, banks,
and mines. By 1922 the economy and harvests had improved, and the country

was morestable.

The Soviet Union underStalin

During Lenin’s NEP era, Russia joined with three other territories to form

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) or Soviet Union in 1922.
In that same year, Lenin suffered a series of strokes, and he died in 1924.

Beforehisfirst stroke, Lenin appointed Joseph Stalin (1879-1953) as general

secretary of the Communist Party. Before his death, Lenin expressed doubts

about Stalin, but Lenin’s declining health prevented him from removing Stalin

from his position.
Lenin’s death set offa powerstruggle within the Politburo, a group ofseven

men that controlled the Communist Party. One group, led by Leon Trotsky,

wantedan endto the NEP andfavored the rapid industrialization of the Soviet

Union and “international revolution”—the expansion of communism around

the world. Other members ofthe Politburo, including Stalin, wanted to focus

on developing “socialism at home”—creating a strong communiststate in the
Soviet Union and supportedthe continuation of the NEP. Stalin and Trotsky

werefierce political rivals.
As generalsecretary, Stalin made thousandsofpolitical appointmentsat the

local and regional level. These appointees becameStalin’s strong supporters

because they depended on him for their jobs. Eventually Stalin declared his
decision to focus on creating a strong communist state in the Soviet Union

and forcedall his rivals out of the party. By 1929, Stalin had complete control

of the party and established a dictatorship of unprecedented power overthe

country that lasted until his death.

Rapid Economic Modernization

AlthoughStalin disagreed with Trotsky on the idea of a worldwide communist

revolution, he did favor a program to push for the Soviet Union’s rapid

modernization. Stalin’s first five-year plan, launched in 1928, was designed

to transform the Soviet Union from a mainly agricultural country to an
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industrial powerhouse. A secondplan followed in 1933. Undertheseplans, the

governmenttook control of industry and emphasized production of chemicals,
heavy equipment, and weaponsrather than consumer goods such asclothing.

Thesteel and oil industries were particularly important. Newcities for these

industries quickly grew in areas with large iron ore and coal deposits. The rate

of economic growth was 14-20 percent per year. The Soviet Union also built

the largest electric power plant in Europe during this period. This rapid growth
and change had severe repercussions for the Soviet people.

Consequences of Economic Modernization

Such rapid industrial growth caused millions of new workers to join the labor

force and move into industrial cities. Millions of people lived in terrible

conditions because the government spent too little on housing for workers

during this period. In addition, workers’ wagesfell by 43 percent between 1928
and 1940. The government also passed laws that limited workers’ ability to

movefreely about the country. The government used propagandato encourage
workers to sacrifice for the good ofthe socialist state they were creating.

The government also reorganized agricultural production to finance

industry and feed the huge numbers of urban workers. These changes led to

suffering for millions in the countryside. In his repressive actions, Stalin made
it clear he would stop at nothing to achieve his goals.

Liquidation of the Kulaks Under the NEP, a new class of wealthy

landowning peasants known as kulaks had emerged. About two million kulaks

employedother peasants to farm ontheir land for wages. Communists saw the
kulaks as capitalists who did not belongin their society. Stalin’s response was

the collectivization of agriculture, eliminating private farm ownership and

forcing people ontolarge collective farmscontrolled by thestate.

 

   
Propagandastressed the importance of communalvalues. The text of this 1933

poster from Uzbek, Tashkent, is “Strengthen working discipline in collective
farms.”

Credit: Wikimedia Commons
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The peasants strongly resisted the move to collective farms. They hid or

destroyedtheir crops andevenkilled their livestock rather than turn them over
to state control. Stalin responded by expanding the process ofcollectivization

to include all private farms, notjust the wealthiest kulaks. By 1934, virtually

all of the Soviet Union’s 26 million peasant households had been moved to

250,000 collective farms. Mostofthe crops grownon these farms were sold to

the state at low prices. Peasants were allowed to have very small private plots
to grow food for themselves. The peasants’ actionsandthe state’s response had

devastating consequences.

Famine in the Ukraine The destruction of crops and livestock led to

famines that were created by humanaction rather than by weatheror crop

failures. These famines in 1932 and 1933 were especially devastating in the

Ukraine, one ofthe Soviet Union’s mostfertile farming regions. An estimated

7-10 million peasants died as a result of these famines. The government

took much of the crops that were grown to feed industrial workers or use for

industry. Although peasants starved, industry grew.

Purges of Political Rivals Stalin was determined to eliminate anyone

whostoodin the way ofhis policies and goals. He especially focused onhis
political rivals, termed Old Bolsheviks, who had supported Lenin and might

oppose Stalin’s decisions. During the period of terror known as the Great

Purge of 1936-1938, many of these Old Bolsheviks were put on trial and

condemnedto die. Other perceived enemies ofthe state were also purged at

this time, including members of the CommunistParty, five “Marshals” of the
army (the highest-ranking members), and labor unions along with diplomats,

intellectuals, and even ordinary citizens. As manyas eight million people may

have been arrested; millions were sent to Siberia where they died in forced

labor camps.

Repression Under Stalin Stalin’s actions resulted in an oppressive

political system. He strengthened the Communist Party organization, and

anyone whotried to stand in his way couldbe exiled to Siberia. In a climate

of fear, people were encouraged to spy on one another, and the secret police

arrested millions of people. Stalin’s governmentalso endedtheliberal social
policies instituted after the 1917 revolution. It outlawed abortion, madedivorce

moredifficult, and treated homosexuality as a crime.

Women in Stalin’s Russia Stalin encouraged families to have more

childrenin order to increase the Soviet population. However, at the same time,

the government encouraged Soviet womento take jobs outside their homes.

The Russian newspaperPravdatookpride, in 1929, ofhow the Russian woman

“stands in the most advanced ranks of our working collective . . . [i]n the

factory workshopandat the controls ofthe state ships, in the cooperatives and
at the shooting range, in the nursery school andat the thundering machinery,

everywherethe tractors of our increasingly strong state farms andcollective

farms go... in none ofthese places have the working women of the Soviet

Union been forced into last place.”
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Type bE Institution Germany England Payo

All higher education| 38% 14% 26% 14%
Industrialinstitutes 2% | 4% 2% 1%
Agricultural institutes | 32% 2% 13% 1%       
Source: Adapted from “Womenin the Soviet Union and Capitalist Countries,” Zhenshchina v USSR
(Moscow, 1936).

Fascism and Authoritarian Rule

The roots offascism could be seenin the heightenednationalism and increasing

militarism in Europe in the pre-World War I era. During that sameera, the

rise in socialism and the increase in violent labor strikes alarmed conservative

leaders. Though they appreciated how capitalism created great wealth, they
worried that it created great instabililty and bitter social conflict.

Afterthe war, there was bitterness over the Treaty ofVersailles, especially

in Italy and Germany. (See Chapter 20 for more on the Treaty of Versailles.)

Therevolution in Russia sparked fears that communism wasa threat to other

countries. Political uncertainty appeared as countries tried to transition to

democracy in the context of economic instability. These conditions led to an
increase in popularity for the ideology and promisesof fascism.

Dictatorships and Propaganda

As communistleaders had donein Russia,fascist dictators also usedpropaganda

to attract followers from those whoweredisillusioned aboutconditions in their
countries. These dictators of the 1920s also used modern technology such as

radio and moviesto spread their propaganda quickly to wide audiences.In their

messages they rejected democratic institutions, promoted charismatic leaders,

and glorified warand nationalism. They presented fascism as the system that
would bring order and glory to their countries.

Charismatic Leaders Both Benito Mussolini (1883-1945) in Italy and

Adolf Hitler (1889-1945) in Germany were charismatic leaders who created

a cult of personality around themselves. Mussolini called himself 1] Duce, a
leader with the strength of iron whose decisions were always correct. Hitler

wasthe Fiihrer, a visionary leader who demanded unconditionalloyalty from

his followers, including a willingness to die for him.

Both men wore military uniforms, had special symbols, and surrounded

themselves with elite squads of soldiers and police—knownas the Blackshirts
in Italy and the Brownshirts in Germany—whoterrorized the population.

At massrallies, their speeches whipped crowds into frenzies. The Italian

and German states became identified with their supreme leaders who put

themselves above the country’s democratic institutions.

Use of New Technology Hitler was more successful than Mussolini

at using the new technologies of radio and film to spread his propaganda,
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although both men used newsreels to convey stories that showed them in

a most positive light. Hitler soon learned that the sound of his voice over
the radio wassufficient to create the feelings of fervent enthusiasm that he

achieved among crowdspresentat massrallies, allowing millions of people to

feel they were presentattherallies.

Hitler’s minister of propaganda, Joseph Goebbels (1897-1945), used

film as an important tool in his work. For example, The Triumphof the Will
was an important documentary about the 1934 Nazi rally at Nuremberg. The

director Leni Riefenstahlused thirty-two different cameras to capture images

of Hitler flying into the city for the rally, driving through the streets cheered by

adoring crowds, and addressing crowdsofsoldiers and civilians. Such images

reinforced Hitler’s claims about the widespread support forhis ideas.
Italy and Germany were on different sides during World WarI, but similar

conditions in both countries after the war allowed fascist dictators to come to
power. Both Mussolini and Hitler exploited postwar bitterness and economic

instability, used terror to control the population, and manipulated the new

democracies in their countries, which were generally unpopular.

Mussolini in Italy

The results of World War I madeItaliansbitter. The war had beencostly for

Italy, both financially and in humanlives. Yet, thoughItaly was on the winning

side, the Treaty ofVersailles did not giveItaliansall the land they desired. Then,

post-war economic problemscausedsevereinflation and unemployment.

Rise of the Blackshirts In 1919, Mussolini, a formersocialist, formed

a political group, the Fasci di Combattimento (“League ofCombat”), whose

namelater gave rise to the term fascism. Mussolini soon saw that if he
switched from left-wing to right-wing positions, he could take advantage of

the fear causedbyinstability in the country. The new parliament was unable to

govern successfully, and strikes by industrial and agricultural workers created

a climate of violence and class warfare. Mussolini gained the support of

middle-class business owners and large landowners by opposing communism

and strikes and appealing to Italian national pride. The Blackshirts, squads
of armed supporters, violently attacked labor organizations and workers. The

governmentsupported the Blackshirts as a way to oppose communism.

The Promise of Order The Fascists portrayed themselves as the party
that would bring order to the country, and they soon gained power, In 1922,

the king named Mussolini prime minister after the Fascists had marched

on Romeandthreatenedto take it by force. The Fascists won 65 percent of

the vote in a national election in 1923 and gained a majority in parliament.

Although the Fascists had manipulatedthe election, the large victory seemed
to indicate the growing popularity of Fascism. By the end of 1926, Mussolini

established a complete dictatorship as the free press and otherpolitical parties

were eliminated. Although the army, the monarchy, and the Catholic Church
retained some independence from the Fascist state, Mussolini ruled Italy as a

totalitarian dictator until his death at the end ofWorld WarII.
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Hitler in Germany

The defeat of the German empire in World WarI led to the creation of the

democratic Weimar Republic. The Republic lacked strong leadership and

was unable to control such institutions as the army, judiciary, and government

bureaucracy. Wealthy aristocrats and business ownersstill wanted an imperial
government. Germans werebitter about the burden of paying warreparations

demanded in the Treaty of Versailles. In addition, severeinflation in the early

1920s caused many people to losetheir life savings. Members of the middle-

class were increasingly attracted to right-wing parties, especially when the

worldwide economiccrisis ofthe 1930s, the Great Depression, created severe

economichardship. (The Great Depression is explained laterin this chapter.)

Hitler’s Emergence Amidst the postwarpolitical and economic weakness

of Germany, extremism became the path for Adolf Hitler and his supporters to

rise to power. As an unsuccessful young artist living in Vienna from 1908 to
1913, Hitler came in contact with such men as Karl Lueger, mayor ofVienna,

who influenced his ideas about German nationalism, anti-Semitism, and

leadership of a mass movement through emotional manipulation.

After serving in World War I, Hitler entered politics in Munich. He gained

control of a small right-wing party and in 1921 changed its name to the

National Socialist German Workers’ Party or Nazi Party. In November
1923, Hitler and the Nazis staged an armed uprising, the Beer Hall Putsch,

in Munich, hoping to cause the collapse of the Weimar Republic. The uprising

was unsuccessful, and Hitler was arrested, charged with treason, and sentenced

to five years in prison.

Finding Supporters While in prison, Hitler concluded that the way to

overthrow the Republic was to manipulate its democratic institutions. During

his imprisonment he wrote Mein Kampf(My Struggle), in which he laid out

his anti-Semitic ideas and his plans for expanding Germanterritory.

Hitler also showed an understanding of how to organize mass movements
through propaganda. After serving one year in prison, Hitler quickly

reestablished himself as the unquestioned leader of the Nazi Party. He first

focused on establishing the party organization throughout the country and

increasing its membership. By 1929, Hitler realized that the Nazis’ greatest

success would come from appealing to the middle-class in small towns and
rural areas rather than workersin largecities.

As Germany began to experience severe economic problems and

unemployment in the early 1930s, extremist parties such as the Nazis and

communists won support. The Reichstag, or German parliament, was no

longer able to govern effectively. Increasingly, right-wing elites in business,
the aristocracy, the military, and the bureaucracy saw Hitler as the leader who

could restore order and prestige to Germanythrougha totalitarian government.

Theseelites persuaded President Hindenburg to appoint Hitler as chancellor
in January 1933.
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Taking Power Once in power, Hitler quickly created the governmental

framework for Nazi control over Germany. A key supporter, Hermann Goring,

took control of the police. He replaced non-Nazis with members of Hitler’s
Storm Troops, making Naziterror part of the government. Hitler persuaded

the president to give the government emergency powersafter a fire in the

Reichstag building in February. Under these powers,citizens lost their rights.

Then,after elections in March 1933, Hitler pushed the Reichstag to pass a

law suspending the constitution for four years so he could address Germany’s
problems. The parliamentthus gave Hitler the powers of a dictator under the

appearance of democracy. The Nazis held totalitarian control under Hitler’s

rule until his death at the end of World WarII in 1945.

Franco and the Spanish Civil War

After World WarI, the Spanish parliamentary monarchy was weak. For

example, a military dictator controlled the country between 1923 and 1930.

The beginning of the Great Depression then caused severe economic problems

that led to the government’s collapse. The king lost support andleft the country.

In his place, a new Spanish Republic was formed. The government was
extremely unstable as parties on the left and right fought for control. In 1936,

the Popular Front, a coalition of left-wing groups, took control. The army

refused to accept the authority of the Popular Front. Under the leadership of

General Francisco Franco (1892-1975), it led a violent revolt against the

government. The bloody Spanish Civil Warresulted.
In a number of ways, the Spanish Civil War was a testing ground for

World WarII. It was a clash betweenFascists and the Popular Front’s left-wing

republicans, workers’ groups, and Communists. This anticipated the clash

in World War II between analliance of Fascists and an alliance of Western

democracies and Communists. Though it was a war between opposingfactions

within Spain, other countries becameinvolved,as they would in the European-

wide war:

° Franco received weapons, money,and troops from right-wing,fascist

governmentsin Italy and Germany.

> The Popular Frontreceived some support from the Soviet Union, and

40,000 volunteers from Western democracies fought for it, However,

the governments of Western democracies did not intervene in the war.

The Spanish Civil War provided both sides the opportunity to test new weapons

and tactics they would use in World War IL
Over time, Franco’s forces prevailed over the Popular Front and the war

came to an end in March 1939. Francotheninstituted a totalitarian government

in Spain that lasted until the mid-1970s. Although Spain’s government was
not fascist, Franco exhibited the characteristics ofa fascist dictator, and Spain

largely supported the fascist governments in Italy and Germany.
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Authoritarian Dictatorships

World War I created a number of new states in central and eastern Europe,

including Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Yugoslavia. These new states
established parliamentary democracies; several existing countries, including

Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, and Romania,also established more democratic

forms of government in the early 1920s. However, most of these new

democracies soon gave wayto authoritarian dictatorships.

In general, these states hadlittle tradition ofdemocracy and weak middle-

classes, Many of these countries were largely rural, and large landowners
were not in favor of peasants’ rights or the redistribution of land. Ethnic

differences were also a source of conflict in many states. Many people,

especially the landowners and the churches, saw authoritarian governments

as a way to maintain the old social order. For example,the kings of Bulgaria
and Yugoslavia established authoritarian governments in the 1920s.

The fascist governments in Italy and Germany provided attractive

models for other states. For example, a strong fascist movement grew up in

Romania. The king responded by establishing authoritarian rule. A military

dictatorship then took control of the country with the outbreak of World War

IL. Czechoslovakia was the only state in the region that remained democratic.
It had a stronger democratic tradition, middle-class, and industrial economy.
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The Great Depression

The Great Depression was a major factor in undermining Western

European democracies. The Depression began in the United States in 1929
and quickly spread to Europe. One reason for the rapid spread was that

most countries determined the value of their currency based on its worth

in a fixed amountof gold, a monetary practice knownas the gold standard.

There wasnoflexibility to let the value of a currency and its exchange rate

with other currencies change as economic conditions changed. Weaknesses

in international trade also contributed to the Depression. As citizens faced
rising unemployment and hunger, radical political responses to the crisis

spread throughout Europe.

Worldwide Economic Weaknesses

There were many causes ofweak economies throughoutthe world after World

WarI. Tied to the gold standard, the currencies of countries had depreciated,

or declined in value, after the war. European countries had spentbillions of

dollars waging the war, leading to massive debt and the need to borrow for

rebuilding. Countries on the losing side, especially Germany, were burdened
by the requirement to pay huge reparationsto the victors, especially France

andBritain. European economieshadbarely recovered from the warby 1922.

Thenother problems weakened the economies further.

Overproduction Countries had geared up agriculture and manufacturing

production to meet the requirements of total war. When demandfell after the

war, overproductionled to declining prices. Farmers and businesses had to cut

back productionto adjustto this situation. Many had goneinto debtto increase

production during the war and now did not have the revenue to pay off that

debt.

Tariffs and Trade By the mid-1920s, many European countries began

to impose tariffs on imports to protect their domestic agricultural and
manufacturing sectors, interfering with the free flow of goods and hindering

trade. These nationalistic tariffpolicies led to higherprices for imported goods

or closed markets to some foreign goods completely. In addition, countries in

Europethat hadtheir factories and infrastructure damaged during the warlost

out on trade to the United States. For example,British coal, steel, and textile

industries all declined after the war and high unemploymentresulted.

Speculation In the United States, stock prices rose faster than other prices

during the 1920s; investors began to put more money into the stock marketin

the hopes of reaping hugereturns. Prices rose rapidly, and more and more
people were temptedto investin the market, often buying on margin, meaning

that they were borrowing a large portion of the money neededto buy stocks.

Such investors believed that they could pay back their borrowing from the

profits they made. Stock prices rose beyondthe value of the companies’ worth,

revealing the underlying weakness in the economy.
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Financial Collapse

The DawesPlan of 1924 had reduced German warreparations and provided
a $200 million loan for German recovery. The plan had also encouraged

United States investment in Europe. American bank loans to Germany

created prosperity in 1924-1929. In 1928,investors began diverting capital

from Europe to invest in the U.S. stock market. When stockprices started

to decline, investors lost confidence and pulled their money quickly out of

the market. This selling off of stocks caused the 1929 stock market crash in
October.

As a result of the crash, capital stopped flowing from the United States

to Europe. This loss of capital in turn led to the collapse of major banks in

Germany and other parts of central Europe. Without American funds, trade

and industry declined and unemployment increased. Individual countries’

economies were affected by the problems ofinternational banks.

Attempts to Overcome the Great Depression

Western democracies tried a variety of economic andpolitical strategies to

overcome the Great Depression. However, their results fell short. Extremist

movements weakened democracy throughoutthe continent.

Rethinking Economic Theories and Policies The traditional

government response to a typical economic depression was a policy of

balanced budgets, which required lowering wages and raising protective

tariffs, in order to let the depression run its course. During the Great
Depression, however, this approach tended to make the situation worse.

Britain changed one policy by going off the gold standard in 1931; this
change beganthe nation’s recovery.

The British economist John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946) proposed a

new and different economic approach.Instead ofbalanced budgets andtariffs,

he advocated increased government spending to increase consumer demand,
even if this spending resulted in budget deficits. For example, he stated that

governmentspending oninfrastructure projects could help create jobs, giving

consumers more moneyto spendand thus provide a reasonfor other businesses

to hire workers to produce more products. Such a program required greater

government involvementin the economy, andBritish politicians did not have
the will to do that in the 1930s.

Forging Political Alliances Several European governments found it

necessaryto forgepolitical alliances amongparties that usually competed rather
than cooperated. For example,in Britain a National Government was formed

in 1931 that was coalition ofall three parties—Conservative, Liberal, and

Labour. This coalition government was successful in cutting unemployment

from about 3 million in 1932 to about 1.6 million in 1936, using traditional

economic policies.

France felt the effects of the Depression later than other countries did

because its economy had more balance between agriculture and industry.
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However, fascist groups in France became stronger as the Depression

worsened. The French Popular Front government formed in 1936 was

a response to the rise of fascism. This coalition government included
Communists, Socialists, and Radicals, all left-wing groups. The Popular

Front was unable to effectively solve France’s economic problems, however.

By 1939, France and Britain were the only major European countries with

democratic governments.

German Extremism Germany suffered more from the Great Depression

than any other Europeannation. By the end of 1930, almost 4.5 million people

were unemployed; the numberhadincreasedto 6 million two yearslater. The

WeimarRepublic’s inability to deal with this level of economic suffering and

the fear that followed in its wake opened the door for Hitler’s Nazi Party to

come to power. The Nazis held out the hope ofrestoring Germany to order

and prosperity.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: WHAT WAS THE APPEAL OF FASCISM?

WhenItalian fascism first emerged in the early 20th century, Mussolini focused

on regaining the lost glory of the Roman Empire from two millennia earlier.

Similarly, other fascist-style leaders often looked to the past for inspiration.

However,historians have argued that the appeal of fascism was more than just

returning to a time in the past.

Fascism’s Connections to Traditions In his book The Fascist Revolution
(1999), George L. Mosse argued that fascism did not win support by looking

at the distant, pre-modern past. Nordidit offer a revolutionary new ideology.

Rather, it combined elements of 19th- and 20th-century ideologies, including

Romanticism, liberalism, socialism, Darwinism, and modern technology.

Becauseit picked up ideas that were already spreading,it attracted followers

quickly. It promised a better future and created an illusion of political

participation. Mosse noted that fascism had notoriginally included racism,

nor wasracism essentialto it.

Fascism’s Appeal to Modernists Roger Griffin, in The Nature of Fascism

(1999) and in Fascism: The Sense ofa Beginning under Mussolini and Hitler

(2010), focused on how fascism appealed to fear. In the aftermath of World

WarI, people were anxious that the modern world was becoming decadent.

To Griffin, early 20th century Europeans were desperate for a better world,

rejectingthe failing one.In this environment, the moderniststyles ofMussolini

and Hitler and their calls for social revitalization provedattractive. Fascism

offered strength and confidence to people whofeltlittle ofeither.

Fascism at the Right Place and Time Robert O. Paxton wrote The Anatomy

ofFascism(2004) as a culminationofa lifetime of study of Europeanhistory.

While Mosse and Griffin emphasized cultural concerns, Paxton looked more

closely at the influence ofchangesin political, social, and economic structures.
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Paxton notedfirst that althoughpolitical participation was on the rise, most

peoplestill lacked a voice. Fascists criticized this failure of democracy and

welcomed the voiceless to their mass politics. Paxton was careful to point

out that the fascist movement was possible only because existing political

alternatives to capitalism—communistor socialist—failed to provide people

with real hope. Existing policies were also unable to solve the economic and

social crises of the time.

However, even this cluster of circumstances was not enough for fascism to

arise, according to Paxton, since Mussolini and Hitler were aroundfor a number

of years before people foundtheir messagesattractive. It was only when they

combined their message with the nationalism resulting from frustrations after

World War I that the fascists gained traction, while existing political elites

continuedto struggle.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1 and 2 refer to the passage below.

“The situation in the army has not changed and may be described as a

complete lack of confidence in the officers and the higher commanding

personnel. The belief is growing among the soldiers that they cannot be

punished for whatthey do... . To this must be added a general weariness,an

irritability, and a desire for peace at any price... . The press ofthe political

parties is no longer influencing the soldier masses. Again and again one hears

the orders of the Provisional Governmentseverely criticized. The committee

of the 95th Regiment . . . declared Kerensky traitor... .

Anintensive agitation is being conducted in favor of an immediate cessation

of military operations on all fronts. Whenever a whole regiment orbattalion

refuses to carry out a military order, the fact is immediately made known to

other parts of the army through specialagitators.”

Russian ArmyIntelligence Report, October 1917

1. The conditions referred to in the passage led most immediately to

a) the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II

b) the creation of a liberal republic in Russia

c) the Bolshevik takeover of the government

d) Stalin’s purges ofpolitical and military rivals

2. The report best supports which of the following conclusions?

a) The backing for revolutionary change waslargest in Russia’s major

cities.

b) The Provisional Government’s commitment to the wareffort

underminedits legitimacy.

e) Widespread domestic discontent led to the collapse of the Soviet

Union.

d) The Bolsheviks’ victory in the Russian Civil Warresulted from the

military weaknesses of their opponents.
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Questions 3-5 refer to the poster below, created by the Soviet

government in 1932.

This poster describes how
collectivization should be
accomplished at the end of the
five-year plan.

 

Credit: Getty Images

3. The poster best reflects which of the following goals of the Soviet

government during the 1930s?

a) To encourage migration from the countrysideto the cities

b) To increase agricultural efficiency by establishing centralized state-

run farms

e) To prioritize agricultural development over heavy industry

d) To win the support of peasants by redistributing aristocratic land to

rural families

4. The developmentsreflected in the poster can best be seen as a

continuation of which of the following?

a) Lenin’s mixture of socialism with free-market principles

b) Alexander II’s emancipationofthe serfs

e) The expansion of the social welfare state

d) Increasing state authority over the economy during World War 1
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5. The policy represented in the poster had whichofthe following effects

in the Soviet Union?

a) It ended theera of centralized economic planning.

b) It increased the political influence of the kulaks.

€) It expandedthe use of state repression.

d)It eliminated faminein the countryside.

Questions 6-8 refer to the passage below.

“A new wayof approaching the study of the Holocaustis implicit in much of

the unparalleled, widespread public discussion about various aspects of the

Holocaustthat has been taking place for the last two years. The old paradigm

consists of abstract, faceless structures andinstitutions . . . and allegedly

irresistible external forces (totalitarian terror, the exigencies of war, social

psychological pressure). This paradigm effaces [eliminates] the humanactors

and their capacity to judge what they were doing and make moral choices.

. .. This is being challenged by a view that recognizes the Holocaust was

brought about by humanbeings whohadbeliefs about what they were doing,

beliefs which they developed within a highly specific historical context, and

who made many choices about how to act. .. . The heretofore [previously]

dominant question of “What compelled them to act against their will?” is

being replaced by the question of “Why did these people choose to act in the

ways that they did?” ”

Daniel Jonah Goldhagen, American historian, “The Paradigm

Challenged,” questia.com,1998

6. Which event ortrend in the 1990s might help explain the change that

Goldhagen described among scholars studying the Holocaust?

a) The efforts to reduce barriers separating European countries caused

historians to focus less on divisive issues of the past.

b) The reunification of Germany caused historians to focus more on

pre-20th century Germanhistory than on recenthistory.

c) The break-up of Yugoslavia caused historians to focus more on the

decisions that led to ethnic violence.

d) The end of the Cold War causedhistorians to focus more on

differences between Germansand Russians.

7. Goldhagen’s emphasisin his study of the Holocaust is most similar to

which of the following ideas?

a) Romanticism, because it also highlighted individual action

b) Darwinism, becauseit also studied slow change over a long time

c) Communism,because it also demonstrated the importance of class

d) Liberal democracy, because it also grew out of the Enlightenment
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8. Whichset of actions from Germanhistory is most directly comparable

to the ones studied by Goldhagen?

a) The choices made by individual Germansin the Thirty Years’ War

b) The response of Germanintellectuals to Napoleon

c) The leadership of Bismarck in unifying Germany

d) The decisions by the German government in World WarI

SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage below to answerall parts of the question that follows.

Totalitarian movements use and abuse democratic freedoms in order to

abolish them. This is not just devilish cleverness on the part of the leaders

or childish stupidity on the part of the masses .. . . Through these republics,

totalitarian leaders motivated the indifferent masses .. . . Abovethe state

and behindthe facadesof ostensible power, in a maze of multiplied offices,

underlyingall shifts of authority and in a chaosofinefficiency,lies the power

nucleus of the country, the superefficient and super-competent services of

the secret police. The emphasis on the police as the sole organ of power,

and the corresponding neglect of the seemingly greater powerarsenal of the

army, which is characteristic ofall totalitarian regimes,canstill be partially

explained by the totalitarian aspiration to world rule and its conscious

abolition of the distinction between a foreign country and a homecountry,

between foreign and domestic affairs ....

Hannah Arendt, “Origins of Totalitarianism,” 1951

a) Explain how ONEpiece of evidence supports Arendt's argument

regardingtherise oftotalitarianism from 1917-1939.

b) Explain how ONEpiece of evidence undermines Arendt’s argument

regardingtherise oftotalitarianism from 1917-1939.

c) Explain ONEdifference betweenrulers in the Age of Absolutism

(1600-1789)andtotalitarian leaders as described in Arendt's

argument,
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2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Describe ONEsignificant changein the role ofthe state in the

economic or political development of the Russian Empire/Soviet

Unionfrom 1914-1939.

b) Describe ONEsignificant continuity in the role of the state in

economic or political development ofthe Russian Empire/Soviet

Union from 1914-1939,

c) Explain how ONEeconomicorpolitical developmentaffected the

Soviet Union’s involvement in World War IT.

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the extent to which Lenin fostered change in Russian society

and economics.

2. Evaluate the extent to which economic factors led to the rise of

totalitarian regimes in GermanyandItaly.

REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In oneto three paragraphs, explain what factors and events caused the

ideological battles between and among democracy, communism, and

fascism.

WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: MAKE AN ARGUMENT

Theability to support a defensible claimis the heart ofwriting a historical essay.

Youstart by carefully examining a question (the prompt) and then formulating

an argument (your thesis statement). The thesis doesn't simply rephrase the

prompt; it answers the question by offering a complex interpretation based

on yourhistorical knowledge. This is called argumentation, which along with

the ability to analyze historical evidence, is one of the two major practices

assessed in the writing portion of the AP exam.

You prove yourthesis with multiple pieces of specific historical evidence,

using proper nouns(people, places, events, geographical locations) and years/

time periods. The evidence is organized into paragraphs consisting of topic

sentences (main points) and at least three relevant supporting ideas each, with

all paragraphs tying back to the thesis.
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Whencreating an effective argument, youneed to analyze your evidence—not

simply list it. You can apply the 4 C’s reasoning skills you’ve learned—

contextualization, comparison, causation, and continuity/change over

time—to explain evidence, determineits relative significance, and organize it

chronologically. You can also evaluatethe reliability of documents.

In defending a claim, a good writer also acknowledges opposing ideas and

viewpoints—usually toward the end of the essay—and then effectively argues

against them. Finally, the conclusionofthe essay can provide a new viewpoint

that extends the thesis, possibly taking a look ahead at what came next in

history as a result of the events in the essay.

Whether you are writing the long-essay question (LEQ), a short answer, or a

document-based question (DBQ), yourfirst goal is to articulate a defensible

claim. Yoursecondis to make an argumentforit.

For each prompt below, identify which statement summarizes the argument

that most directly addresses the prompt.

1. Analyze how post-World WarI conditions contributedto the rise of

fascist ideologies.

a. Fascism gained popularity because charismatic leaders exploited the

post-war bitterness manyfelt because ofhow they suffered during the

fighting and from the peace settlement.

b. Post-World WarI conditions contributed greatly to the rise of fascist

ideologies because leaders used propaganda andterrortactics to sway

their own people.

2. Explain the role the Great Depression played in Europeanpolitics in

the 1930s,

a. The Great Depression was caused by weaknessesin internationaltrade

and monetary theories and practices.

b. The economic upheavals of the Great Depression undermined Western

European democracies and fomented radical political responses.
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Western Prosperity and
Eastern Communism

“Ourpolicy is not directed against any country or doctrine but against hunger,

poverty, desperation, and chaos.”

—George C. Marshall, June 1947

Essential Question: How did economic growth andpolitical conflict

influence Europe in the second half of the 20th

century?

Wena WarII had seen the temporary alliance of Western democracies

with the Soviet Union in orderto defeat fascism. After the war, however, the

ideological conflict between democracy and communism hardenedinto the

Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union. This conflict was

also reflected in the different types of economies that developed in Western

and Eastern Europe. These differing economic systems continued to reflect

conflicting conceptionsofthe relationship between the individual and thestate.

Economic Growth and the Welfare State

Even in the democracies of Western Europe, governments became more

involved in managing economic decisions during World War I, the Great

Depression, and World WarII. This practice continued after World WarII as

governments actively managed their economies and used the benefits of post-
war growth to provide increased social welfare benefits to their citizens. The

growth of the welfare state revealed a new relationship between individuals

and the state, one in which the state assumed someresponsibility for basic

needsof individuals. Economic hard timeslater in the 20th century led to some

criticism and limitation of the welfare state.

Marshall Plan Stimulates Growth

The Marshall Plan was proposed in 1947 as a way to help Europe rebuild

its infrastructure and industry from the devastation of World War II. The

American Secretary of State, George C. Marshall, and others believed that
restoring economic stability in Europe would prevent communism from

becoming stronger in Europe and keep European countries from falling under
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